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Being a pastor is really weird - sometimes a little like living in a fishbowl.  Especially in a small town.  To
begin with, pastors in general don't have great reputations due to some high profile cases of moral
failure and corruption within churches.  It's nothing new, but it's more known.

So, in some ways it almost feels like people are just waiting for you to do something foolish.  To fail in
some significant way.

Now - what is significant is that what people classify as significant is all relative to the individual casting
judgment. Right?

For example, early on in ministry, I was taught that it was unacceptable to wear anything less than a
shirt and tie while on 'work hours' because it was a way to set the pastor apart from everyone else.  You
needed to be distinguishable from the 'regular' people so they could easily identify you.  You can
imagine the scrutiny I experienced the first time I chose to 'forget' my tie.  And then when I chose to not
wear a suit coat and keep the tie, but have the tie so loosely knotted that it was more like a necklace.

But it was odd.  Why?  Because there was this rule that was in place that pastors had to look a certain
way…

Something else I was taught was that pastors should never acknowledge that they aren't okay.  Never
admit to financial stress, family dysfunction, conflict caused by a congregation member, etc.

Why?  Because to be normal would be to be unfollowable.  To eliminate pretenses and facades would
be to lose credibility among all the normal people.  I was taught, " don't show them your weaknesses".

And anytime a pastor falls into the same kind of trouble as anyone else there is often a reaction of
shear and total disappointment and even hostility at times.

For the longest time there was such a disproportionate emphasis on the external behavior of the pastor
that very little concern was given to the heart and soul of the pastor.

The religious leaders in Jesus day were operating from a kind of system that was heavily based on
appearances and rituals.  They did things a certain way to be seen, to be noticed, to be impenetrably
perfect in all their behaviors.  And to make matters worse, they were so critical and arrogantly
judgmental toward those who didn't behave as they wanted, they would question and scrutinize them -
embarrass them even.

Have you ever been scrutinized by a religious person?  Judged?  Made to feel as though you fell
short of some person's standard that apparently was higher than God's himself?

It's some of the worst rejection I've ever felt.  That might be true for you too.
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On the other hand - have you as a follower of Jesus, a Christian - ever become the religious
person?  The self-righteous judge of all who don't tow the line you've asked them to?

It sure is easy to do.

Have you ever looked at someone and thought - how dare they walk into church like that?

Have you ever judged someone who is new to the faith for not being further along in their
spiritual development than they are?

Where does that even come from!?

I mean, what is that thing inside of you that somehow has you convinced that you are legitimately better
than someone else even though you know that you've got some significant issues of your own?

**************************************************PRAYER TIME**************************************************

SLIDE: There is something deeply wrong when - in our rightness we become self-righteous. In
other words, you can be right about something or someone, but be completely in the wrong because of
how you elevate yourself above everyone else.

Jesus says the source of a lot of our poor behavior is deeper than our behavior…and that is huge
dilemma.

So here's what happened one time during a day in the life of Jesus:

One day some Pharisees and teachers of religious law arrived from Jerusalem to see Jesus. 2
They noticed that some of his disciples failed to follow the Jewish ritual of hand washing
before eating.

3 (The Jews, especially the Pharisees, do not eat until they have poured water over their
cupped hands, as required by their ancient traditions. 4 Similarly, they don’t eat anything from
the market until they immerse their hands in water. This is but one of many traditions they have
clung to—such as their ceremonial washing of cups, pitchers, and kettles.)

5 So the Pharisees and teachers of religious law asked him, “Why don’t your disciples follow
our age-old tradition? They eat without first performing the hand-washing ceremony.”

This is scrutiny.

Whether you are a religious person or not, you've all had the experience of being self-righteous
toward someone.
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The essence of this question posed by the Pharisees is:  If we have to do this, why don't you?
It's a tradition that we have always had and we believe it still needs to be adhered to.

SLIDE: Jesus was all about tipping holy cows and forming holy hearts.

Are you picking up what I'm putting down?

Check it out -

6 Jesus replied, “You hypocrites! Isaiah was right when he prophesied about you, for he wrote,

‘These people honor me with their lips,

but their hearts are far from me.

That could say something like, "These people honor me with the social media memes, political rants
and t-shirts, but they are not devoted to me with their whole life."

7 Their worship is a farce,

for they teach man-made ideas as commands from God.’

8 For you ignore God’s law and substitute your own tradition.”

This could sound something like, "They gather to worship, but they aren't worshiping me.  Instead, they
worship Christian Nationalism, Health and Wealth, and Whatever Makes you Happy."

Jesus just dropped the mic and stomped off stage with that.

He's quoting the Old Testament prophet Isaiah - someone these Pharisee's would have been incredibly
familiar with - and he quotes from a section of divine judgment against Jerusalem.  The reason for
Isaiah's prophetic message was due to the hypocrisy of the people.  God had had enough!

God hates hypocrisy from those who follow him - those who are in covenant with him!

**What does it take to be a hypocrite?  It takes a claim to be a certain type of person.  It takes you
making a declaration of identity with an idea of any kind and then to fail to maintain a consistent
representation of that identity after making the declaration.

Let's break this down a bit though. It's pointed for sure, but what is he actually implicating these
Pharisees for?

1. The disconnect between the holiness of their words and the holiness of their hearts.
a. Their words sounded good, right, wonderful…impressive and wise.
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i. Do you know how easy this is to do?
ii. C'mon - we've all spoken some impressive things at times.  We've said things just

to make ourselves look good in front of people.
iii. But, as Jesus points out…

b. Their hearts were filled with the stench of death…they would rather sound good than be
good…they would rather have the applause of people than the applause of God
himself…who was standing right in front of them.

c. Isn't this the struggle for all of us?  Even if you aren't a Christian!  There is such a pull
toward inconsistency.

2. What they are portraying as having some kind of value before God is actually just their
opinion on God's commands.

a. So the Jewish people are hearing these wise sounding, religious looking men proclaim
strong messages…but their messages aren't based in either the word of God or the
heart of God.

b. What happens when a select group of powerful people control all of the information
being relayed to those who aren't powerful and informed?  Anything.  Anything happens.
Even if it shouldn't.

c. These religious leaders, knowing that the majority of people weren't as well versed in the
HEbrew scriptures as they were, used what they knew and their power to place
tremendously heavy loads of expectation and religious duty upon people.

Isaiah the prophet called these people out and called them to stop - to repent!

Jesus does the same thing.

As if Jesus' words weren't easy enough to understand, he then specifically calls them out for one huge
failure in particular:

9 Then he said, “You skillfully sidestep God’s law in order to hold on to your own tradition. 10
For instance, Moses gave you this law from God: ‘Honor your father and mother,’ and ‘Anyone
who speaks disrespectfully of father or mother must be put to death.’ 11 But you say it is all
right for people to say to their parents, ‘Sorry, I can’t help you. For I have vowed to give to God
what I would have given to you.’] 12 In this way, you let them disregard their needy parents. 13
And so you cancel the word of God in order to hand down your own tradition. And this is only
one example among many others.”

Can you see through the details of Jesus illustration and get to the razor sharp and very pointed reality
that Jesus is getting at?

SLIDE: If your religiosity is such that it causes you to mistreat people, you've missed the mark.
A key evidence of our love for God is our love for people.
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Now, before you say 'AMEN', notice the very nature and context of Jesus dialogue - it is a message of
confrontation.

Confronting those who claim allegiance to Jesus is not mis-treating them, it is an act of love to call
someone back…to call someone back not just with external behaviors but with a holiness of heart -
surrender.

Jesus models for us what we need to see and embrace - the perfect balance of grace and truth (John
1:14).

14 Then Jesus called to the crowd to come and hear. “All of you listen,” he said, “and try to
understand. 15 It’s not what goes into your body that defiles you; you are defiled by what
comes from your heart.”

Again, Jesus is actively tipping the sacred cows of religion and calling people to holy hearts.

Jesus is calling me and you to a holy heart as well.

For so many Christians the entire idea of being a Christian is centered on one significant idea:
behavior change.

If I change my behavior it proves that I am good - or that I am better than I was.  And if my behavior
changes - I stop swearing, stop getting drunk out of my mind, stop sleeping around and watching porn,
stop lying, stop…_________________________ getting angry…it proves that I am now good.

What happens is that by changing our behavior we now think that we are okay.  That God is now
appeased and pleased.

When Jesus showed up to introduce the Kingdom of Heaven here on earth - he completely blew up
everyone's faulty theology by cutting straight to the heart.  It wasn't that people hadn't been hearing the
message of heart change - it's all throughout the Old Testament - it's that people weren't able to
perceive the alternative.

That describes me and you though doesn't?

SLIDE: If religion isn't about behavior changes, what is it about?  How else are we to determine
if we are actually committed to Jesus?  Aren't we supposed to behave a certain way?

The answer is, yes, there are external evidences of the presence of God upon
someone's life.
BUT - those external evidences of the presence of God are not something
produced by human will and desire alone. There is something else that needs to
be addressed.
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PERSONAL EXAMPLE:
I've tried to be transparent with you about dealing with anger in my own life.

Here's how this can play itself out:  The constant low level anger that was a permanent fixture in my
soul was something that I tried to eliminate by denying that it existed, and by not allowing myself to feel
angry.  It's sort of like when a baby plays hide and seek and they cover up their eyes thinking that they
are the one disappearing, but in reality they are in total view of everyone.  So i tried to cover up my
anger by denying its existence - because I knew that the anger inside me needed to be dealt with.  I
knew it wasn't okay.  So I tried to change my behavior to meet the expectations I perceived God as
having for me.

So I stopped being angry.

The problem was, I was still angry.  I was choosing not to see it.  But other people saw it clearly.

There are some of you listening and you have your own deep awareness of a character issue, a heart
issue, a wound - and you continue to fall into some kind of poor behavior that you KNOW has to stop
because its killing you and destroying the people around you.

The problem is that when you try to address the presenting symptom you overlook the root
cause.  Jesus came that we might experience healing at the root of the problem, not just
address the stuff that everyone sees.

This is why it's so easy to be a hypocrite.  This is what Jesus passionately calls for us to experience
freedom from!

Jesus continues…

17 Then Jesus went into a house to get away from the crowd, and his disciples asked him
what he meant by the parable he had just used. 18 “Don’t you understand either?” he asked.
“Can’t you see that the food you put into your body cannot defile you? 19 Food doesn’t go into
your heart, but only passes through the stomach and then goes into the sewer.” (By saying this,
he declared that every kind of food is acceptable in God’s eyes.)

Because humans gravitate toward rules of some kind - rules give us control, give us a sense of stability,
give us clear cause and effect - we struggle with understanding the nature of freedom in Christ.

Even if you aren't religious you have rules.  You expect a certain kind of behavior from people -
thats a rule.  It doesn't have to be a written rule, it could just be a personal rule that you have.

Rules allow us to put people, behavior, and the correlation between behavior and belief into nice
neat boxes.  Again, control.
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Jesus is addressing a specific situation here, but he is making a universal claim: the rules you follow
don't make you a good person, what makes you good is outside the purview of your abilities.

What?  If rules, like washing my hands in a ceremonial washing before eating, don't make me good.
And if me changing my external behaviors to match up with the expectations of people and maybe even
God himself, don't make me good - what hope is there?

Hold on, Jesus isn't done.

20 And then he added, “It is what comes from inside that defiles you. 21 For from within, out of
a person’s heart, come evil thoughts, sexual immorality, theft, murder, 22 adultery, greed,
wickedness, deceit, lustful desires, envy, slander, pride, and foolishness. 23 All these vile things
come from within; they are what defile you.”

The Kingdom of Heaven as Jesus is revealing it is a Kingdom that gets lives out in practical and
powerful ways - just as we talked about last week.

But the source of those actions, those behaviors, isn't birthed by a simple desire to act differently.  I
mean, I suppose it could be, in the sense that people can do good things their entire lives without
actually being freed from the behaviors they are ashamed of.  But to be able to draw good behaviors
from the contaminated well of your soul is an impossibility long term.

What Jesus just did was create tension.  He created tension on purpose to expose the motives of the
religious people who were constantly watching him.  He created tension among those who thought that
rule-following was enough to please God.  He created tension for those who saw past the facade of
those who followed the rules perfectly but who failed to love people at all.

And he is still creating tension today.

I wonder - do you feel a little tension when it comes to the discovery that your behavior changes aren't
enough?  That you just cleaning up your act is only another form of acting?

What about those of you who aren't interested in Jesus, but who realize that there is a gap between the
life you claim to live and the life you actually live?  There's inconsistency somewhere, there's a
character issue somewhere…and it bothers you but you haven't yet figured out how to grow past it.

It seems the most pointed statements Jesus made in this series of conversations is that he implicates
you and me as the source for all of the problems that exist in our lives…those problems begin in our
hearts.

Proverbs 4: 23 "Guard your heart above all else,
for it determines the course of your life."
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So what do we do?  What's the solution to your hypocrisy, self-righteousness, and deeply flawed and
misled heart?

Well, it's simple to understand.

But it's a battlefield to embrace.

Here it is:

Follow closely - in your day to day living, release Jesus from the box of your Bible app or your
devotional time and give him access to your full day.  And then - do what Jesus did.

Serve people in love
Reject hypocrisy as your normal way of living, embrace a life of apprenticeship with Jesus.

Surrender constantly - you will resist Jesus frequently because his ways are so different than yours.
You will need to wrestle against desires within you that rage against the ways of Jesus.  Audibly declare
something like, "Jesus, help me surrender.  I surrender.  I don't want to obey you right now.  Please help
me."

Listen deeply - quiet yourself before Jesus.  Practice the art of stillness and silence.  Give your heart
and mind room to breathe…to rest…and as the cluttered and chaotic thoughts gradually dissipate, you
begin to hear promptings or receive impressions/images, you start to relax and your heart rate slows,
and you begin to experience peace.  As you distance yourself from the chaos you get closer to
observing your own soul from God's perspective.


